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Abstract

Managing the software development and maintenance process has been identi�ed
as a great challenge for several years� Software processes are highly dynamic and can
only rarely be planned completely in advance� We present an approach to software
process management which is based on hierarchical nets of processes connected by
data and control �ow relations� Editing and execution of process nets are highly in�
tertwined� Dynamic process nets are formally de�ned in PROGRES� a speci�cation
language which is based on programmed graph rewriting systems� Graph rewriting
systems are a natural choice for several reasons� In particular� process nets are
complicated graph structures� and editing as well as execution operations may be
speci�ed in a uniform way by graph rewrite rules� The graph rewriting system will
form the foundation of a sophisticated process management system�

� Introduction

Managing the software development and maintenance process has been identi�
�ed as a great challenge for several years ���� Only rarely can complex software
processes be planned completely in advance� Decisions have to be made during
process execution which determine how to proceed� Software process manage�
ment has to meet the following requirements with respect to process dynam�
ics� �	
 Forward development� The process structure depends on the product
structure which evolves gradually� For example� the modules of a software
system are determined in the design phase� Only then may work assignments
for implementation be performed� ��
 Feedbacks� As development proceeds�
errors are detected in later phases which require enhancements of results pro�
duced by earlier phases� The consequences of such feedbacks cannot always be
predicted� For example� a bug discovered during module testing may require
changes to the module implementation� but it may occasionally even a�ect
the design� �
 Concurrent engineering� In order to shorten development cy�
cles� concurrent engineering ��� proposes methods to increase concurrency in
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the development process� To this end� cooperation between processes must
be enhanced such that reasonable intermediate results may be delivered as
soon as possible� As a result� each process operates in a highly dynamic work
context�

In this paper� we present dynamic process nets for managing evolving soft�
ware processes� Dynamic process nets are characterized by the following fea�
tures� �	
 Processes are arranged in a composition hierarchy which represents
the work break�down structure� ��
 Within a subnet� processes are connected
by forward �ow relations which determine the order of their execution� �
 In
addition� feedback �ow relations are used to communicate results of analyses
or problem reports from successor processes to their predecessors� ��
 Further�
more� processes are connected by data �ow relations which re�ne hierarchical
or horizontal relations according to �	
��
� ��
 In order to support forward
development and feedbacks� editing and execution of process nets are highly
intertwined� ��
 To support concurrent engineering� an active process has a
dynamic workspace whose input�output ports are used to consume�produce
intermediate versions of software documents� ��
 The evolution of dynamic
process nets is controlled by a schema which de�nes domain�speci�c types of
processes and relations �by instantiating generic types
�

Dynamic process nets take over concepts from net plans ��
 ��� and data
�ow diagrams ��
 �	�� and adapt them to the needs of software process man�
agement� Our approach di�ers from related work on software process man�
agement in various ways� Petri nets have been employed in software process
management systems such as FUNSOFT �� and SPADE �	�� The �ring be�
havior of transitions does not account for concurrent engineering ��
� Fur�
thermore� in these systems a process is executed by instantiating a net from
a template� populating it with tokens� and �ring transitions� Unlike dynamic
process nets� FUNSOFT and SPADE do not maintain evolving instance�level
nets ����
� This observation also applies to data �ow diagrams� On the other
hand� EPOS ��� does maintain instance�level nets which are constructed on de�
mand by an AI planner� However� EPOS supports neither feedback relations
�
 nor concurrent engineering ��
� Furthermore� EPOS does not distinguish
between control and data �ow�

Dynamic process nets are formally de�ned in PROGRES� a speci�cation
language which is based on programmed graph rewriting systems ��	��� see
e�g� ����� for related approaches
� The formal speci�cation is developed with
the help of the PROGRES environment which provides tools for editing� ana�
lyzing� interpreting� and compiling PROGRES speci�cations �		�� Operations
on process nets are speci�ed by high�level graph rewrite rules which describe
complex replacements of subgraph patterns� In this way� both execution op�
erations� which manipulate runtime data� and edit operations� which perform
structural changes� are expressed in a uniform framework� The PROGRES
speci�cation de�nes the structure and behavior of dynamic process nets pre�
cisely and unambiguously on a high level of abstraction� Since the speci�ca�
tion is executable� rapid prototyping may be applied in order to obtain an
experimental software process management system�
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� Informal Description

First� we describe evolving process nets from a user�s point of view� As an
example� we use the development of a simple software subsystem consisting
of four modules ��g� 	
� The top module D imports from modules B and C�
which each in turn uses services from A�

D

A

B C

Fig� �� Subsystem architecture

Develop_Subsystem

IntegrationTest

Design

Fig� 	� Initial net 
control �ow view�

Di�ering information needs of users are taken care of by views on the
process net� While a manager� for example� wants to check on the status of the
whole project without getting drowned in details� a technical developer needs
the particulars of the tasks that have been assigned to him and their context�
The coarse control �ow view shows processes and their execution state� A
process can be either atomic� or re�ned by a net of processes connected by
control �ows� These �ows both control the activation of subsequent processes
and transport data�

As in our example the process net depends on the subsystem architecture�
which is yet unknown when development begins� we start to re�ne the complex
process Develop Subsystem by the initial net of �g� �� Active processes are
shown as black� inactive ones as white boxes� Once the design process has
produced a coarse architecture description ��g� 	
� the process net can be
extended� The process engineer does not have to make this modi�cation fully
manually� He has to decide between a bottom up and a top down test strategy�
A tool which is aware of the design language can then add the necessary
implementation and test processes to the net ��g� � bottom�up case
�

The design process does not have to deliver all its outputs at once� The
detailed module interface de�nitions can be produced later on� As soon as its
needed inputs are complete� a depending module implementation process can
start� even if the de�nitions for other modules are not yet ready� The design
process moves into state done after it has produced all of its required outputs�
Conversely� a process can start before all of its inputs are available� In a test
process� for example� the test driver can be written as soon as the module in�
terface de�nition is available� before the implementation to be tested is ready�
As long as a process is active� it can consume inputs and produce outputs�
Additionally� preliminary versions can be output �rst� which are gradually
replaced by completed versions� In comparison to a strictly phase�oriented
approach� the parallelism thus gained makes better use of personnel resources
�a test engineer would otherwise sit idle until after the implementations are
completed
� Furthermore� the review of preliminary versions by subsequent
processes helps to �nd gross errors as early as possible� when it is still easy to
correct them�
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Fig� � Concurrently active processes and
feedbacks 
control �ow view�

If a process detects a bug in one of its input documents� a feedback �ow
is added to the net �dashed arrows in �g� �
 along which the bug report is
propagated to the producer of the faulty document� In order not to clut�
ter the net� feedback �ows are dynamically inserted only when needed� The
responsible process then has to correct the error and produce a new output
version� It might itself trigger a further feedback� If in our example the coarse
architecture gets modi�ed� the structure of the process net is a�ected as well�
As a simple case� a new import from module B to C results� according to the
bottom up test strategy� in a new control �ow from process Test C to Test B�

In the data �ow view� the control �ows and the input and output ports of
processes are re�ned� so that the �ow of every information unit or document
can be seen separately� Fig� � shows a cutout of the process net� where input
ports are denoted by black� output ports by white circles� Data �ows that
re�ne control �ows are shown as thin arrows� While there is only one control
�ow between Design and Implement B� the data �ow view shows two distinct
information �ows� for the interface de�nition of B and the interface de�nition
of the imported module A�

The evolution of the process net on instance level� as shown in preced�
ing �gures� is governed by the speci�c model in �g� �� Process types are
represented by ellipses� For each type� the model de�nes the minimum and
maximum numbers of instances a correct net must have� The de�nitions of
input and output ports each carry a name� the type of document they can
pass� and the minimum and maximum number of ports of this type a process
instance may have�
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Fig� �� Cutout of process net� data
�ow view
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Fig� �� Speci�c model for software
development nets

� Formal Speci�cation

In this section� we will be concerned with the developer�s view of an envi�
ronment for dynamic process nets� To de�ne the semantics of such nets� we
use the speci�cation language PROGRES which is based on on programmed
graph rewriting systems�

We use a generic approach for the design and implementation of an envi�
ronment for dynamic process nets which is sketched in �g� �� PROGRES has
a strati�ed type system which distinguishes between node classes� node types
and node instances� This permits us to de�ne a meta model for process nets
which factors out all common properties for di�erent scenarios� to de�ne a spe�
ci�c model which describes all relevant processes� and �nally� to obtain a data
structure which describes the process nets to be executed �process graphs
�

We de�ne the meta model by the classes and productions of a PROGRES
speci�cation �upper left corner of �g� �
� It is independent of an application
domain and considers the common properties for process nets in di�erent
application areas like software engineering or CIM� The attributes de�ned in
the classes are divided into type�level and instance�level attributes� While the
instance�level attributes are attached to the nodes of the process graph� the
type�level attributes are attached to the instances of classes �i�e� the node
types
� Besides the derived attributes �not described in this paper
� the latter
ones are mainly used as generic parameters in order to adapt the meta model
to a speci�c scenario�
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Fig� �� Generic approach for dynamic process nets

As a �rst step of the adaption� process modelers specify a model of an
application domain in di�erent views �upper right corner of �g� �
� For
example� one modeler de�nes the control �ow between processes occurring in
the application domain� while another de�nes the data �ows between these
processes� This can be done by ER�like diagrams �cf� �g� �
� These views are
on top of a data structure which has to be transformed into the type system
of PROGRES to obtain a speci�cation of an environment for process nets�

By merging the speci�c types with the classes and productions� we obtain a
complete graph grammar speci�cation for dynamic process nets� The generic
parameters of the meta model are bound to the actual parameters of the spe�
ci�c model� With the help of a generator we get a prototype with edit and
execution operations for such nets� The prototype manipulates a data struc�
ture �the process graph
 which describes the internal representation of such
an environment� Di�erent views can be installed on top of this representation
for the di�erent persons working in a development process�

We are now considering the meta model in more detail �cf� �g� �
� As
mentioned above� this part is speci�ed by the class level of the PROGRES
graph schema� All classes and types of nodes and edges occurring in a process
graph are de�ned in a PROGRES graph schema� The presented schema is
incomplete inasmuch as it does not de�ne the node attributes� Boxes� dashed
and solid lines represent node classes� inheritance relations� and edge types�
respectively� ITEM acts as root of the class hierarchy� not only for the process
model� but also for the resource model and the product model which are
not discussed in this paper� PROCESS ITEM is a superclass which covers all
entities occurring in our process model� A PROCESS can be an ATOMIC or a
COMPLEX one� While atomic processes are not re�ned� a complex process is
composed of some processes which in turn can be atomic or complex ones� A
Has edge between PROCESS and PARAMETER nodes models the fact that each
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Fig� �� A PROGRES graph schema for the meta model

process needs some input data �INPUT
 to produce some output �OUTPUT
�
Via a DATAFLOW node� we connect output parameters to input parameters
of succeeding processes� Between processes we have three di�erent relations�
The control �ow dependencies between succeeding processes are covered by
FORWARD nodes� Between a complex process and all its child processes we
have a composition relation �COMP
� In order to handle feedbacks� we relate
processes by FEEDBACK nodes� If in addition to a process�relation a data �ow
exists between two processes� the data �ow re�nes the corresponding relation�

The data �ow is modeled by a token game� The properties of a token
are described in the TOKEN class� Each token refers to some item �i�e� arbi�
trary items are permitted by the meta model as inputs of processes� including
products� processes and resources
� The tokens are �owing via the DATAFLOW
nodes and are consumed and produced via the input and output ports by the
processes� Before these complex operations are described by graph rewrite
rules� we give an example how the adaption of the meta model is performed�

node type Implement � ATOMIC

redef meta

In �� fExport� Import� FeedbackIng �

Out�� fBody� FeedbackOutg�
end

node type Import � INPUT

redef meta

FormalType �� Interface�

FormalOptional �� true�

FormalMany �� true�

end�

node type Export � INPUT

redef meta

FormalType �� Interface�

FormalOptional �� false�

FormalMany �� false�

end�

Fig� �� Cutout of concrete model speci�ed by PROGRES types
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type  in F.TargetProcess)(p.

type  in(in. D.TargetParameter) type  in D.SourceParameter)(out.

and(m.type  in out.FormalTypes)

type in DATAFLOW; F: type in FEEDBACK)
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p
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m
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Target
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Source
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Produced

D
Refines

tTOKEN:

production

out : OUTPUT;  in: INPUT;

end;

condition

and

(out.FormalTypes <=> in.FormalTypes)

type  in(s. F.SourceProcess))

transfer

s.State := suspended;

( (s.state = active) and

and and

and

D:

Feedback ( s, p : PROCESS; m : MESSAGE; 

in

p

s

Has

Has

m

out

Forward+ Backwards ::=

Fig� ��� Graph rewrite rule for inserting a feedback in the process graph

In order to adapt the generic model� speci�c types of processes� parame�
ters� documents etc� have to be de�ned� Fig� � shows a cutout of a speci�c
model for the implementation process speci�ed by PROGRES types� Note
that the process modelers have a more user friendly view on this speci�c
model �cf� �g� �
� The PROGRES types can be easily obtained by a trans�
formation step� To adapt the meta model� the type�level attributes �called
meta attributes in PROGRES
 are initialized with type�speci�c values� For
example� the type�level attribute In of the type Implement is initialized with
the types Export� Import and FeedbackIn� This means that an implementa�
tion process needs its own interface� perhaps some other interfaces and error
reports resulting from a feedback� The meta attributes cannot be changed on
the process graph level and are used to check the applicability of the graph
rewrite rules speci�ed in the productions of the meta model �see below
� The
meta attributes FormalType� FormalMany and FormalOptional of the node
type Export are used to check whether the right tokens are consumed and
specify the cardinalities of the parameters�

Complex operations on the process graph are speci�ed by graph rewrite
rules� The operations are on the level of the meta model and are independent
of a speci�c application area� Fig� 	� presents an example of a rewrite rule for
inserting a feedback� To this end� a message m �which must have been created
before applying the rule
 is attached to a token t� which in turn is attached
to an output port out of some successor process s� A feedback relation of
type F� which does not exist yet� is inserted between the two processes� Fur�
thermore� a data �ow of type D is created� which ends at an input port in of
some predecessor process p� Finally� s is suspended to wait for an improved
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input version� Note that the rule given in �g� 	� describes both a structural
modi�cation and a state change� i�e� it combines editing and execution in a
single rule�

The rule can only be applied if all conditions are ful�lled� The �rst con�
dition ensures that the process s must be active to evoke a feedback� The
other statements in the condition part are used to check the applicability of
this operation against the speci�c model� To this end� the type parameters
D and F are used� For example� a feedback between s and p can only be in�
serted in the process graph� if we de�ne in the speci�c model a feedback type
F whose TargetProcess and SourceProcess attributes contain the type of p
and the type of s respectively� A similar check is made for the data �ow type
D� Furthermore� it is checked whether the out parameter is compatible with
the in parameter and the output m is of the right type �out�FormalType
� If
all condition statements evaluate to true� the elements of the left�hand side in
the process graph are replaced by the elements of the right�hand side� Finally�
the value suspended is assigned to the State attribute of process s�

� Conclusion

We have presented dynamic process nets for managing evolving software pro�
cesses� A formal speci�cation is under way which currently covers about ��
pages� Due to the lack of space� some important properties of dynamic pro�
cess nets could not be described here �e�g� distinction between interfaces and
bodies of processes� and handling feedbacks through process versions
� So far�
the speci�cation covers the meta model only� Examples of speci�c models
have been described informally� but still have to be mapped into a formal
speci�cation �however� the principles of such a mapping have already been
worked out
� The speci�cation is large and complex� However� we believe
that a practically usable software process management system must support
the features which were incorporated into the speci�cation�

When applying PROGRES to software process management� we have iden�
ti�ed the following strengths of the speci�cation language� �	
 The graph
schema allows for describing complex consistency constraints� Furthermore�
meta attributes and derived attributes �not described here
 can be used to
adapt graph rewrite rules without writing �code�� ��
 By means of graph
rewrite rules� complex graph transformations may be speci�ed in a declara�
tive way on a high level of abstraction� �
 Programming adds considerable
expressive power to the speci�cation language�

On the other hand� there are also some limitations which are partially ad�
dressed in ���� �	
 The current PROGRES environment does not yet support
a module concept to structure large speci�cations� ��
 PROGRES provides
dynamic binding for attribute evaluation rules only� Object�oriented concepts
need to be supported more comprehensively �graphs as objects� rede�nition of
graph rewrite rules
� �
 Genericity has been simulated successfully� but it is
not yet supported explicitly� ��
 The data model underlying PROGRES does
not allow for a natural representation of process hierarchies ��at instead of hi�

�
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erarchical graphs
� ��
 Schema modi�cations are not supported� In particular�
the approach described in section  fails in case of schema modi�cations� To
cope with this problem� a speci�c model has to be represented on the instance
level rather than by a graph schema � with drastic implications for the speci�
�cation �no instantiation of a generic model with the help of the PROGRES
language itself�
�
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